
In just one week this spring, more than 

16 million pasture-raised eggs journeyed 

from family farms to grocery stores 

across the country. That’s more than we 

even thought possible, and it’s all thanks 

to Vital Farms farmers and crew.

These essential workers are putting health, 

safety and animal welfare first, with not 

a ruffled feather in sight. Our farmers 

continue to give our hens the freedom to 

forage, even while their own families stay 

in place. Our Egg Central Station is open 

around the clock for the first time in our 

history. Our crew members are working 

harder and longer than ever, and our front 

Printed on biodegradable paper stock with vegetable-based inks

office has even scrambled to help – filling 

in on the lines to keep the eggs coming.

We can’t thank all the frontline workers 

in every industry enough – so we hope 

you can help us reach a special few! 

Flip this over to personalize a thank you 

message, then drop it in the mail to:

Vital Thanks c/o Vital Farms

3601 S Congress Ave Suite C100

Austin, TX 78704

We’ll be sure to share it with the team. 

But first – an eggstra thanks to you 

from Vital Farms for making good work 

so very rewarding.
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Dear           Farmer,           Crew,

Thank you for

We live in (city) (state)

and we will use these eggs to

We want to tell you

Thanks again, from

A big (little) thank you from:

VITAL THANKS
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@VitalFarmsNeed more room? Send your drawing, photo or BIG thank you to 
the address on the flip side. Short on stamps? Snap a photo of 
your thank you and email to info@vitalfarms.com.
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